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Abstract: This design anthropology piece contributes to thinking on how to decouple
design practices from neoliberal globalised capitalism, economic growth and consumerism. Drawing on the Marxist philosopher Kate Soper’s theorising around patterns of
work and consumption in affluent countries (such as the UK) and her post-growth theory of the alternative hedonisms or pleasures of a less harried and acquisitive living,
the paper argues that one way to achieve this decoupling could be to consider how
more pleasure and greater well-being could be one of the ‘opportunities through reduction’, if you will. Illustration is provided by ethnography with natural eco-builders
working with earth as their main material. The paper proposes that earth-builders’ alternatively hedonistic practices and ecological experiences might give design, more
widely, ideas for how to truly acknowledge our practice’s problematic and continued
hitching to the extractive and exploitative systems of capitalism and, ultimately, for
how to degrow.
Keywords: alternative hedonism; earth-building; degrowth; capitalism

1. Introduction
Responding to the track of ‘Design Dematerialisation: opportunities through reduction’, and
taking a degrowth perspective, as suggested by the call’s authors, this is a paper written
from a design anthropology perspective, that contributes to thinking on how Western design
practices – broadly construed1 – can be ‘reimagined and overhauled’ for our present and future times. I argue that we must do more to decouple design practices from neoliberal globalised capitalism and its consumerism, and that one way to do this might be to consider how
the pursuit of pleasure can be at the heart of both reduction and this decoupling; more
pleasure and greater well-being as one of the ‘opportunities through reduction’, if you will. I
will argue this with the help of philosophy, political theory and anthropology, as well as
I conceive of design broadly in order to include the variety of disciplines and practices, from animation to textiles, jewellery to illustration, social design to design informatics (to name but a few taught within the School in which I am based).
This conception is also influenced by the way design is used as a moniker in popular parlance to describe creative practices
in the arts, in industry, in the public realm and in education and academia.
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thinking from design. Specifically, I will use the Marxist philosopher Kate Soper’s theorising
around patterns of work and consumption in affluent countries (such as the UK and the USA)
and her post-growth theory of the alternative hedonisms or pleasures of “of a less harried
and acquisitive living” (Soper, 2020, p51) to shape my argument. For Soper, Alternative Hedonism is interested in “an emerging ‘structure of feeling’ that is at once both troubled by
forms of consumption that were previously taken for granted, aware of former pleasures
gone missing, and sensing for the first time the summons of another way of living” (2008,
p4). To provide a context to think through these ideas, I offer the field of ecological designing, building and dwelling, and earthen construction in particular, that I’ve worked in as an
ethnographer in the US and the UK, and where I feel there are alternative hedonisms at play
and other ways of living demonstrated. Through looking at this field, I believe we might get a
good sense of some of the ways design can become a degrowth discipline(s) itself.
However, first of all, I wish to return to the fact that I was starting to write this paper during
the meeting of COP26 in Glasgow, Scotland, in November 2021, a month in which the critical
nature of our ecological and socio-political moment was hard to avoid. Even mainstream
media in the UK reported on the pressure to reach agreements globally that will keep the
world less than 1.5degrees above pre-industrial temperatures, with COP26 dubbed as the
“last best hope” in the popular press.
We are living in anthropocenic times: with overwhelming evidence that atmospheric, geologic, hydrologic, biospheric and other earth system processes are now altered by humans,
the Anthropocene defines Earth's most recent geologic time period as human-influenced, or
anthropogenic (Ellis, 2013). The justification for the dominant anthropocene script is indeed
persuasive. As environmental historian Robert Nixon (2018) writes: the carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle and rate of extinction are radically altered; unprecedented numbers of radionuclides and fossilised plastics have been created; megacities have been erected that will leave
impact long after they function as cities; the pH of the ocean is changed; life forms have
been moved around the world (intentionally and inadvertantly) creating novel ecosystems
everywhere; of vertebrate terrestrial life, humans and our domesticated animals now constitute over 90% by weight, with less than 10% comprised by wild creatures; in the last century,
the average temperature has risen 10x faster than it did when the world was recovering
from (warming up after) the Ice Age; and in the next century that rate is predicted to accelerate at 20x the average.
Faced with this knowledge, on the fringes of the COP26 meeting of parties, civil society, activist groups, cultural organisations and industry and business collected. Amongst the arts
and design events were ‘Design for Planet’, organised by the UK Design Council and the British V&A Museum and partners, and the London Design Museum’s annual ‘Design with the
Living’ bio-design event. The latter’s event shone a light on the need for design to design
more with living things in mind and to follow a biomimicry approach, where design sees wisdom, patterns and materials, to follow, use, and imaginatively mimic, in nature. The ‘Design
for Planet’ event, meanwhile, was billed as “a landmark festival to galvanise and support the
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UK’s design industry to commit to a sustainable, climate-first future” (Design for Planet,
2021, n.p.). In the energy and purpose of such an event, there seems a promising acknowledgement from mainstream design practice that it is now crucial that we remake the way we
make things (a la McDonough and Braungart, 2009, and their Cradle to Cradle thesis) and
that we replace the current linear “take-make-waste” systems (as speaker at the event,
Leyla Acaroglu, catchily put it) with those more circular. I fully recognise the efforts within
the discipline to make it more eco-friendly and have been part of these movements for
some time. Furthermore, if even these two events are just a small signal of the changing
tides of design practices towards a sustainable future, then that is to be very much welcomed.

2. Not radical enough!
However, COP26 ended disappointingly; it was a fortnight after which, as the politicians and
officials themselves admitted, the goal of limiting temperature rises to 1.5degrees was left
on “life-support”. More critical voices, many from the places in the world most affected by
climate change, dubbed it a failure. It would seem that we are not being radical enough.
‘Business as usual’ now, surely, can’t go on? The economy can’t just be greened or made circular, but otherwise go unchanged. This holds for design too. That is, whilst design festivals
and conferences speak of the need for hopefulness and sustainable futures, the question of
whether the climate emergency has been truly digested by designers and design educators,
and – importantly – whether this has been linked to critique of the systems that have
brought about this situation along with wholesale pursuit of their reform or replacement, is
perhaps another matter entirely!
Yes, we have Papanek (1984; 1995), who was calling for greater ecological and social awareness of design and designers’ impacts back in 1971. However, agreeing with Mike Montiero,
in his 2019 treaty on How Designers Destroyed the World, and What We can Do to Fix It, it
seems we really haven’t heeded Papanek’s warning (2019, p, 12). Tony Fry’s 2009 call for a
“new practice” is similarly well-known but arguably has also not been heeded enough either.
His warning about defuturing as being the “paradoxical condition that results when a form of
life premised on carboniferous capitalism as the engine of limitless growth and endless mass
consumption actively negates the future – and the critical faculties for engaging with this negation” (Grove, 2018, p257, summarizing Fry, 2009) has not been met with the radical
changes necessary.
“Carboniferous capitalism” (Fry, 2009) is still at the root of problem we face because it’s ultimately a system based on unlimited growth on a finite planet. As degrowth writer Jason
Hickel (2021) reminds us, “we know that [capitalism] is predicated on surplus extraction and
accumulation; it must take more from labor and nature than it gives back” (2021, p.2). Furthermore, “what makes capitalism distinctive, and uniquely problematic,” he says, “is that it
is organized around, and dependent upon perpetual growth. In other words, capital seeks
not only surplus, but an exponentially rising surplus” (ibid). To engage with the negation of
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defuturing, I argue with degrowth thinkers such as Hickel (2021), Soper (2020) and Raworth
(2017), that we must challenge a system that infers the welfare of a nation by a measurement of its income (which is what we do when we rely on GDP) and that normalizes and demands an ever-increasing growth of this income at all costs (even if they be wars or natural
disasters)!
Degrowth might challenge this system; degrowth is reduction. It is the ending of this pursuit
for ever-increasing GDP, for economic growth. It is a serious acknowledgement of what we
might call the ‘Limits to Growth’ (after Meadows et al, 1974). As the economist Kate Raworth (2017) has described it, it is a way of living that meets the needs of all, within the
means of the planet. In her alternative model of economy, there is an environmental ceiling,
beyond which lies unacceptable environmental degradation and potential tipping points in
Earth systems, and a social foundation, derived from internationally agreed minimum social
standards and enshrined in the SDGs, both of which should be respected: as she puts it, between social and planetary boundaries lies an environmentally safe and socially just space in
which humanity can thrive (Raworth, 2017).
The challenge of reduction like this is all the more urgent as we are already massively overshooting the biocapacity of our planet. To illustrate, Earth Overshoot Day (the day each year
where our species’ use of resources outstrips what the planet can regenerate in a year)
comes earlier and earlier each year. Furthermore, whilst we pursue never-ending growth,
and tell ourselves it works well for us, we are in fact destroying life (via the sixth great extinction) and the conditions for life on our one planet. According to degrowth activists
(Enough, 2021), the myths around economic growth are multiple and they need debunked:
growth, they say, doesn’t improve life satisfaction overall, as the majority of the benefit goes
to a very wealthy few, and after a point, more wealth does not lead to improved well-being
or happiness; growth ‘drives economic injustices, borne by the world’s poorest’ (Enough,
2021, p.19) who are often dispossessed by moves to deforest and exploit new territories or
use military force to secure access to resources such as oil and gas; and ‘it drives continuous
increase in environmental pressures’, crudely put, because of its global nature and resourceand land-intensiveness (ibid, p.20).
Even the recognition of the Anthropocene as an epoch, although helpful in calling attention
to the planet’s reshaping, is not nearly nuanced enough. It is a grand narrative, a hegemonic
and totalizing concept, that doesn’t acknowledge the ways in which human societies and
groups have been disproportionately responsible for, as well as impacted by, climate change
and biodiversity loss. Jason Moore (2016), one of the critics of the concept, is a key proponent of the use of Capitalocene rather than Anthropocene, so that we can clearly define this
as the age of capital. That is, it is not humankind who have created the Anthropocene, but
rather it is those amongst us who have driven and benefitted from the extraction and accumulation so damaging to our natural world. As Moore puts it, not all humans are geological
actors (2016). Illustration of this, again from Earth Overshoot Day, is provided by the fact
that if the entire population of the planet lived like the pollution of the USA the overshoot
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day would be March 14th, like that of the UK, May 19th, like Egypt or Guatemala, it would be
November 24th, and like Indonesia, it would be December 18th.
The notion of the Anthropocene, say commentators, also “historically conforms to a seemingly endless series of human exclusions - never mind the rationalising disciplines and determinist policies imposed on extra-human natures” (Moore, 2016, p. 2). It is this sort of abstraction and human exclusion that design theorist Joanna Boehnert (2018) highlights when
she urges designers to see that “we are embedded within non-human nature and dependent
on ecological systems for life,” but to also recognise that “our belief systems do not reflect
this basic relationship”(2018, p1). “Consequently,” she argues, “the world we have designed
is deeply unsustainable”(ibid) – it is severely mismatched. In this paper I am arguing that
there is a dire need for new designerly belief systems, if you will! Because, as it is, design is
much too coupled to economic growth and the systems of capitalism that lie at the heart of
our ecological crisis: this short paper has hardly the space to start cataloguing the ways in
which designers are crucial to and implicit in the extraction of resources, the processing of
them into all sorts of consumer goods, artefacts or the digital interfaces belonging to them,
and the infrastructures - physical and social – that distribute them around the world. To focus just on designers working within the realm of the built environment for a moment, we
might think of the ways in which the drive for more (more clients, more work, more refurbishments, more demolitions and rebuilds, more waves of fashion in interiors) is central to
the job. Magazines and media in design help fuel the constant reshaping of the built environment as well as desire for new kitchens, new cushions, new malls, new airports, new roads,
etc., etc.
The economy needs to be seen as a cultural system run amok, not something independent
and all-powerful. We need changes to do with our designerly value systems, our principles,
and our production and consumption systems, both. In her book ‘Design, Ecology, Politics’,
Boehnert (2018) argues that to help with this, designers need to become ecologically literate, nurture a frame of mind that prioritizes ecological imperatives and that we need to
politicise the design process (2018, p. 182). The implications here are that designers understand and critique the systems and power structures they are working within. As she notes,
“The design industry plays an important role in the creation of consumer desire – and
of neoliberal sensibilities. While encouraging particular ways of thinking, design is also
often involved in concealing the impacts of consumer capitalism and in obfuscating
power relations. Situated at the hub of industrial production processes designers all
too often have a cynical relationship to both consumerism and capitalism – as if there
is no alternative. The neoliberal political project aims to abolish alternatives. Actually,
there are plenty of options once we recognize the ideological work that is being done
that destroys the visibility of other possibilities.” (Boehnert, 2018, pp.5-6)

So, what are these other possibilities? What might a socially-just, ecological designing in the
Capitalocene be? Can it be more than a “cog in the wheel of consumerism” as sustainable
design writer Ann Thorpe has called it (2010, p.1)? Could it be design for degrowth? Disciplines and practices in service of the planet and the living rather than the powerful few and
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the ‘bottom line’? Could it fit with what Trebeck and Williams call an ‘economics of arrival’
(2019)? This economics acknowledges that for many people in affluent countries, who have
disproportionately created the conditions of the Capitalocene, we have enough, and have
arrived, so-to-speak, at a great standard of living, the realization of which should allow those
of us in that position to now focus on equity and fair distribution of those plenties, not their
further, greater, accumulation. What might a design practice like this look or feel like? Could
design be decoupled from growth-pursuing-capitalism and might it be hitched instead to
helping life thrive ‘inside the doughnut’?
These provocations conclude a section in which I have discussed how we might understand
degrowth and the context of the Capitalocene. I have suggested, with help from the literature, that a degrowth design would be more radical, must change our designerly value and
belief systems, our principles, and our production and consumption systems so that they reflect the fact that the affluent have enough. It should challenge a system built on pursuit of
perpetual economic growth that deals out great inequality and benefits the relative few,
should avoid grand narratives and acknowledge human embeddedness in and entanglements within nature. A degrowth design, then, could pursue fair distribution of the world’s
plenty rather than its accumulation, and its designers and design educators might understand the systems we work within, become ecologically literate, nurturing a frame of mind
that prioritizes ecological imperatives, and thus politicizing the design process.

3. Limits to growth and alternative hedonisms
The cultural historian of the senses, Constance Classen, writing about ecological urban design (2013) has written that “whether deliberately planned as such or not, cities are inevitably “sensescapes” – landscapes of sounds and sights, smells and textures, and the flavours of
its characteristic foods. As we rethink urban design within a context of ecological sustainability,” she says, “we need to look for urban models that can fruitfully sustain our sensory lives.
Indeed, perhaps the best way to encourage people to commit themselves to new modes of
urban existence is”, she argues “by engaging them through pleasurable sensory experiences:
green pleasures, rediscovered and reimagined within a revitalized cityscape” (Classen, 2013,
p175).
It is something akin to this notion of the green pleasures that philosopher Kate Soper works
with in her theorizing about how to respond to climate change and ecological crisis via
degrowth. Soper (2020) argues that “consumerism is today being questioned not only because of its ethical and environmental consequences, but because of its negative impact on
affluent consumers themselves, and the ways it distrains on both sensual pleasure and more
spiritual forms of well-being” (2020, p.44). For our purposes it is important to note that her
focus on disenchanted affluent consumers is somewhat of a shorthand for a broader consideration of the way people’s lives in these so-called affluent countries are shaped by and
through consumerism and pursuit of economic growth (both their own and that of the society around them). That is, how they are shaped by their position within neoliberal globalised
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capitalism. We might use her focus as a lens upon design practice also, wrapped up as it is in
consumerism, situated as it is within neoliberal and globalised capitalist systems, and carried
out, as it is, by designers who are, of course, also citizens within the populations she is looking at.
Soper’s Alternative Hedonism (2008, 2012, 2020) also turns to the disarmingly simple idea of
humble pleasures to challenge the belief that technology, so-called ‘technofixes’, will save
the world from the climate emergency2. As Soper puts it “...mainstream responses to climate
change focus on the technical fixes that might allow us indefinitely to pursue consumerist
lifestyles. We hear little of what might be gained by moving away from the obsession with
consumerist gratifications and pursuing a less work-driven, and materially-acquisitive, way of
life” (Soper, 2012, p.101). Soper (2020) talks about humble, everyday things, like how people
in a degrowth system could have more time to cook from ‘scratch’ or play with their children, less time spent in soulless or stressful work and less need for escapist holidays. She
does this to try to show how “a new political imaginary” might emerge – one that she believes “we urgently need” (Soper, 2020, p.12).
Critique of the capitalist extraction of surplus value has implied, from the start, the possibility that a non-capitalist economy could realise this value in the form of free time. As with
many other degrowth thinkers, time is also a major theme in Soper’s thinking, as she considers how time not spent on producing further commodities for sale, and so not expended in
resource-consuming ways, is beneficial and desirable. Describing cultures of overwork often
normalized in societies such as the UK, she shows how 60-70 hour weeks make for “reliance
on marketized provision of domestic and care services, propping up the compensatory dynamic of a consumer culture that profits from the commodification of such services to make
up for what has been lost through overwork, and tends to reinforce traditional gendered division of labour” (Soper, 2020, p.83). She charts the improvement that less time working
might make for other activities and relationships such as parenting, for participating as a citizen in political change, for developing free thinking and critical opposition, for better health
(ibid). What if design was for degrowth like this? Soper is very much for a reduction in the
quantity of work that people do; how might the work of designers shift and change if they
too are working less and living more?!
Soper is also, simultaneously, wanting to see an increase in the quality and value of work. On
this, anyone who has read some Marx will recognize that the ways that capitalism damages
people and social relations was integral to his ethnographic observations of early industrialisation. Marx remarked upon ‘the degradation of the worker to the most miserable sort of
commodity’ (1977[1844], p. 77) and lyrically depicted the effects of capitalist labour upon
the worker as ‘mortifying the body and ruining the mind’ (Marx, 1977, p. 80). What is inter-

This is at a time when the promise of the technofix is something that is still so strongly held, that much of COP26’s discussions, for instance, relied upon and focused on the promises of technology still unproven (such as that of carbon capture
and storage (The Conversation, 2021)) rather than on cutting fossil fuel extraction and consumption.
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esting about Soper’s position is that she runs with this theme begun with discussion of mortification and alienation, of worker being separated from their labour power, but turns to
consider, for our contemporary age, those of us who live in the affluent and rich countries
that arguably benefit most from the system as is and yet are also entrenched within it as
workers and consumers, both. With increasing numbers of others calling for better-paid,
non-precarious, less uncongenial and exhausting, and better-valued work (Graeber, 2018;
Hicke,l 2020; Trebeck and Williams, 2019; Raworth, 2017; etc), Soper (2020) argues convincingly that work can be reformed. In times when the working conditions of the factories that
mass-produce our clothes, for instance, can still found to be extremely poor (Bland et al.,
2020), it seems we have not travelled far enough from Marx’s observations of the textile
mills of old. The covid pandemic era has also highlighted the difficult conditions and precarity of gig economy workers (Hern, 2020). However, to quote David Graeber (2018), it is not
only delivery drivers and factory workers whose work experiences are to be found wanting:
“Huge swathes of people, in Europe and North America in particular, spend their entire
working lives performing tasks they secretly believe do not really need to be performed. The
moral and spiritual damage that comes from this situation is profound. It is a scar across our
collective soul”, he says, “Yet virtually no one talks about it” (Graeber, 2018, cited in Soper,
2020, p.79). Soper (2020) takes this and looks at the way that “the extent to which paid work
is a theft of time, [time] in which one might have escaped the provision of the convenience
industries and done things with interest and entertainment for oneself” (2020, p.93-94). She
opens up a space to argue for ways in which pride and enjoyment might be found in the selffurnishing of many needs and desires (ibid). The aim, she says, is “to replace a work-centred
understanding of prosperity and individual worth with one centred on engagement in intrinsically valuable activities that have no economic purpose, measure or outcome” (Soper,
2020, p.87). What if Design were to help change the way we work through organisational design and systems focused on quality of experience and care? This is an uncomfortable issue
to confront, but if we were to take measure of how much design work fitted Graeber’s
(2018) description, I suspect we might find a large proportion of it to do so. Would the creation of meaningful and unalienated labour that is of benefit to society and environment, that
is enjoyable, playful and valuable, transform professionalised design’s quality and purpose?
What might design focus on and spend its time on if not on more innovative tech (focused
on fixes and convenience), more versions of things people already have, more planned obsolescence, more marketing to increase sales, and more systems designed to collect data to
analyse consumer spending with the intention to increase it further? How might design feature in lives that are less work-driven? What might it look like if designers are no longer
helping to provide “convenience industries” and to fuel and furnish consumer desires and
the needs that the consumers are too exhausted and busy to meet themselves?
We might begin to see a response to these provocations in the work of Emilia Ferraro and
Louise Reid who, writing in the journal Ecological Economics, recast the concept of ‘homo
faber’, human the maker, in sustainability terms. They have argued that making and practice
can be usefully understood as “privileged modes of engagement with one's surroundings”
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(2013, p.125). Ferraro and Reid believe that “there is a quality to ‘making’ that infers […]
greater meaning in life, the process of making representing the special qualities of time, and
a particular ‘ontology of engagement’ between the maker, materials (hence environment),
purpose and outcome that helps overcome Cartesian onto-epistemology of ‘detachment’
and separation between humans and non-humans” (Ferraro and Reid., 2013, p. 128). It is a
line of thought not too dissimilar to this that Soper (2020) picks up in her discussion of what
she calls “artisanal work” in a section of her writing where she has just moved to sketch out
alternative hedonisms in the arena of work and has argued for the possibility of what she
says have been “previously impossible hybrid conceptions of social relations and political
economy: state of the art energy and medical technologies and an end to gender division of
labour combined with minimal heteronomous work (that is, socially necessary work that
may not offer much worker control or intrinsic value per se) and low material throughput
and consumption” (Soper, 2020, p.100). As part of this picture, she looks at the value of artisanal or craft work, in part because she says it “emphasises skill, attention to detail and personal involvement and control” as well as being a counter to the mental-manual division of
labour that she sees as adhering to the “work-and-spend economy” (Soper, 2020, p. 101).
She sees, here, potential to “avoid the social and sexual exploitation of the labour processes
of earlier communities while preserving their more congenial aspects” (ibid). She suggests
that “artisanal ways of working might be reclaimed as components of an avant-garde, postconsumerist political imaginary, rather than dismissed for their association with pre-modern
social relations and limits on pleasure. We are talking, in other words,” she says “of cutting
the link between progress and economic expansion without falling into cultural regression
and social conservatism” (Soper, 2020, p.104).
Just some of the other changes that a post-growth way of living might bring about, argues
Soper (2020), include different forms of transport and travel and an end to what she calls
“status buying and fashion following” (2020, p. 124). On the former, after discussing issues
such as the severity of our air pollution and the high number of deaths caused by traffic accidents, she argues, for instance, that we can “reclaim the streets” (2020, p. 117) so that, as
has been the way for most of human history, they can again “comfortably accommodate the
full range of human activity: [being] places for socializing, public meetings, entertainments,
demonstrations”, and children’s play (ibid). This would be quite a change from them being
designed for the expedition of vehicles, and for how much traffic they can carry. With the
campaign group Living Streets, Soper (2020) argues that we need to do more of the design
that allows people to loiter and gather and linger and ‘hangabout’, and that we need to reclaim these terms too! Furthermore, she says, we can embrace the pleasures of slower
travel, and “enjoy” for example, “a synaesthetic rather than [the] voyeuristic experience” so
characteristic of the motorists’ reduced windscreen-viewing aesthetic (2020, p.116). On the
latter matter of fashion, she notes (2020) that the gratifications of fashion for consumers for
example “are jinxed by what has become known as ‘hedonic adaptation’ and the ‘hedonic
treadmill’: buying new things ceases to make people happier, and trying to keep pace in the
competition for status goods is like a treadmill where no one can win, and everyone has to
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keep walking simply in order to stay still” (2020, p.124). Soper argues for trying to overcome
the inequality, entrenched individualist forces and competitive mindset created by this system (2020, p.126), and instead, highlights cultures of acquiring less and sharing more in “exchange networks based on ethical and ecological principles” (2020, p.127).
Let us imagine design for degrowth like this. What if designers focused wholesale on helping
to slow down travel, create bike-friendly places, reclaim the carparks, and form walkable
communities, clothing swaps, only things made to last and to mend, tool libraries and repair
cafes – all things we already know how to do and that feature regularly in student work – rather than working on the design of disposable goods, on luxury cars, bags and hotels, or on
malls, fast fashion, online shopping experiences and the mass transport and distribution systems (standardized shipping containers, haulage, etc) to move all this stuff around the
globe? What if, as Montiero (2019) suggests, designers were to refuse to work in advertising,
signage and marketing of things that were not environmentally-friendly, not truly circular
and not regenerative, and if they refused the manifestations of such things on items’ packaging, the street’s billboards, the airport’s shops, the internet’s social media platforms? We
need to be brave in design and abandon our service to more consumption of stuff. We know
how to do this, but we don’t! For example, our design briefs all too often allow a ‘clean slate’
start rather than including a prerequisite that we work with, repair, care for or adapt what is
already there. In our material specifications (and again generally-speaking), we are not limiting our own choices to those ethically- and locally- sourced and environmentally-benign or beneficial. All too often we are still choosing expediency, novelty and, fundamentally, cost
and profit margin instead.
In this section I have summarised Soper’s work and the alternative hedonisms she proposes,
asking numerous questions along the way of what design could look like if it embraced this
version of degrowth. Soper’s arguments are in some ways not new, but she gathers them
persuasively and they accumulate with force. We have seen that we can think of Soper’s
work as speaking both about design’s role in the systems she says need combatting and
about designers as people experiencing work and life within these same cultural-enviro-political systems. This is perhaps key, for it is an approach that seeks to change the working
conditions and values of designers and design educators as well as those of the people with
whom we work and upon whom we rely for labour, materials, custom, etc. A design for
degrowth would mean designers working less. When it was practiced, degrowth design
would encourage and sustain people’s sensory lives by engaging them through pleasurable
sensory experiences, reenchanting them via facilitating (and manifesting) ways of working
that are ethical, meaningful and empowering, and environmentally-focused. This ideal is for
slow, care-full design that is artisanal, avant-garde and post-consumerist.
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4. Making and consuming differently: Earth-building

Figure 1. Earth-plastering in an off-grid home in New Mexico, USA. Commonly called “adobe plastering” here four women are plastering with an earthen mix made from sub-soil from the site,
water and some chopped straw. The mixed material from which the plasterers are drawing
is in a pile in the centre of the room. One of the women owns the home and is building it
with help from friends, volunteers and some professional eco-builders. Image: Harkness,
2006.

I have been working ethnographically in the field of earth-building, off and on, since 2004.
These earth-building practices are part of the wider field of eco-building or natural building,
and are providing instances of prefigurative (Tragenou, 2019) alternative politics and practices. By prefigurative politics I mean that the design and building practices engaged in by
eco-builders are, in themselves, ways of being and making in the world that create the alternative futures they want to see (e.g. more environmentally-conscious and below the 1.5degree rise). In the case of the designer-builder-dwellers that I have worked with in the US and
the UK, not only are their modes of labour organization and process of practice different to
the norm (e.g. in gender parity - there are many more women on these building sites than
on more mainstream ones), but their designs, products and their environmental impacts are
also contributing to the world in a way that is massively less damaging than those of the
mainstream. They are making and consuming differently. Earth-building, as I speak about it
here is not just describing construction with the specific material, earth, then. It is instead
conceived of as a rather radical alternative to how we tend to build in the West and I use it
as shorthand for the environments in which I worked (Harkness, 2009, 2017), where earth
was the main material used amongst a variety of other found, reclaimed, natural and eco-
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friendly materials, where builds were often “self-builds” carried out by the dwellers themselves, and where alternative cultures of building – often collective, environmentally-motivated and non-commercial in nature – thrived3. Here I will briefly sketch out earth-building
practices as a form of degrowth design in practice and as sites of and for alternative hedonisms; they are not the degrowth design, but are one possible version to think with, as illustration and inspiration.
Earth has been, for most of human history, humanity’s major building material along with
timber. It is only in the last 120 years or so that it has not been our predominant material
worldwide, and today more than a third of the world’s population live in a building made at
least partly from earth. ‘Earthen construction practices’ covers a whole gamut of ways of
working with earth, including ramming it into formworks, using it in unfired bricks, plastering
with it in a clay or “adobe” mix, cutting turfs and intricately stacking them, and more. All
these ways depend on what type of earth is available in the area of the building and what
the climate is like, knitting the constructions into place (in the social as well as geographical
sense of the term). With care and maintenance, earth buildings can last a very long time: for
example, in Devonshire, England, the heart of British cob-building4, hundreds of cob houses
from as early as the 15th Century, are still standing (Harris and Borer, 2008, p.110). This longevity and repairability is one of the characteristics of degrowth to highlight, as is the emplaced nature of the constructions.
Earthen buildings’ walls are often thick and roofs are overhanging and large to keep rain off.
They also tend (in part because of these thick walls) to have a high thermal mass which
means that they can store more heat or more cool in that mass, which in turn makes
changes from day to night temperatures less dramatic. Thermal mass temperature storage
means less active heating and cooling of a building is necessary, which means less energy is
required, and so less fuel and lower bills. These buildings seem to get some of their connotations of shelter-provision from this staunchness, this insulative quality, and their very ‘emplaced’ nature. Yet on their demolition, earthen parts of buildings will disappear – as Harris
and Borer (2008) put it, they will ‘simply revert to earth’ (2008, p.110). Builders often consider their building as linking into wider ecologies and movements such as soil cycles: ‘decaying, extracting, mixing, constructing, living, decaying’….and so on (Weismann and Bryce,
2006, p.4). These low energy characteristics as well as cyclical lifecycles are key elements of
green and ecological design (we see them feature at the core of Cradle to Cradle, Circular
Economy, Zero Waste and Zero Energy approaches) and in terms of degrowth they signify
reductions in dependence on fuel, in energy use, environmental impact and likely pollution
too.
Earth is also one of the ‘the cheapest and lowest impact of construction methods’ (Harris
and Borer, 1998, p.109). As noted above, the large majority of earthen constructions are
I am making generalisations here but they are calculated ones, made on having observed these as very often commonly
shared characteristics of those working with the material earth in the eco-building world.
4 Cob constructions are handbuilt from mixes of subsoil, water, fibrous organic material, and sometimes lime.
3
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made or built from the sub-soil of the site of the building itself or very nearby. Earth very often provides an alternative to or substitution for construction with cement and concrete,
and in comparison, this sourcing of earth cuts out the extraction of limestone, gravel, sand,
and other component materials as well as the fuels needed to produce and transport cement and concrete (Harkness, Simonetti and Winter, 2015). Bypassing the cement and concrete markets, which are global networks of considerable economic and political power (Davis, 2006) and which help determine the costs of living and building around the world, is also
no small thing. Furthermore, energy-wise, Little and Morton (2001), writing about earth as a
sustainable material, note that “to prepare, transport and construct earth materials commonly requires about 1% of the energy required by the commonly used cement-based alternatives” (2001, p8). Reducing the distances travelled of materials, the costs of labour, the
environmental impact of construction practices, and the global trade in commodities (and
the power of the cartels (Davis, 2006) and corporations involved in these), these rather radical characteristics can be thought of those of degrowth.
Earth-building techniques are relatively simple and easy to learn and to teach (Little and
Morton, 2001; Harris and Borer, 2008), and have in the most part not been highly technologized; they are mostly low-tech, utilize human labour power, and thus do not require huge
investments in specialized equipment or tools. In a way, then, they are the opposite of the
technofix Soper (2012) is against. For instance, on the sites in which I have participated in
rammed earth construction, sledgehammers or simple ramming tools with flat metal heads
on the ends of long sticks have been sufficient for the material’s compaction. For work with
other types of earth building (cob or mudwall, or wattle and daub etc) often the hand suffices, and in numerous places I have seen or heard of mixing of the earthen material in preparation for use as a mud of sorts, with the bare feet! (See Fig.2.) Importantly for our
degrowth and alternative hedonism focus, the labour-intensive and low-tech nature lends
itself, in many places, to communal and shared labour, often incorporating aspects of education – where people learn as they work with more experienced builders (Harkness, 2009). In
turn, the sharing of labour can be core to relation- and community-building, not least where
small groups (such as builders I worked with in the US) lend labour to each other alternately,
when and where they need it. The relative ease of access to the material and to ways of
working with it allows for people to be able to consider using their own labour, either over
that of specialists, or in addition to it. Furthermore, the builds I worked on and observed
more often than not, due to the value of labour, and often the learning happening throughout, started small and extended only to the amount of space the dwellers needed and could
build. Not always, of course, but this meant that often, the homes were slightly reduced in
size, whilst their value to the builder-dwellers and levels of craftsmanship increased. Along
with avoiding the technofix and promoting communal and shared labour, these are further
aspects or characteristics we might consider to be those of degrowth design.
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Figure 2. Mixing adobe with the feet! Joyful demonstration of earthen brick making at Clayfest 2015,
in Errol, Scotland. Clayfest is an annual festival of educational talks and workshops run by
the organization EBUKI (Earth Building UK and Ireland). Image: Harkness, 2015.

In my research with eco-builders I have seen a propensity of earth builders to be involved in
the building of their own and their neighbours’ homes (Harkness, 2009), and although, of
course, this doesn’t necessarily come with the material (and for some people the prospect
might be far from a pleasure!) it does perhaps signal what we could call a reduction in the
professionalization of design and build, as well as more learning by people of how to provide
for themselves – in this case, their shelter. Chiming with Soper (2020), I saw that people are
able to engage in earth-building and to make things to their own tastes and the specificities
of their places and their lifestyles. There is also less standardization of product here, more
appreciation of one’s capabilities and development of one’s skills and particular tastes and
aesthetics, which is something that a degrowth design could carry into other realms of design beyond the architectural. In my work I have seen that this, in turn, often leads to empowerment, satisfaction, and feelings of a sense of ownership or belonging to something
and being invested in it personally as it has come from your labour. The pride and engagement with which builders showed me their homes was testament to this, even if they often
described them as works-in-progress (Harkness, 2009). My research participants noted that
using one’s own labour where possible can also help cut costs and so reduce the need to
work in paid employment elsewhere (i.e. in order to earn money to pay someone else for
their labour) (ibid). Furthermore, helping to provide one’s own housing and shelter, shaping
with one’s own hands the built environment that for many of us colours and guides our everyday experience in and of the world, is understood as incredibly meaningful work in earth
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eco-building circles. Here is both a form of growing self-reliance and community empowerment then, i.e. the alternative building practices are not just material or technological
changes for environmental ends, but bring wider social and personal ones too. There are
clear resonances here with the way that Soper describes and defines alternative hedonisms:
meaningful, empowering, often creative, activities that are reclaimed from convenience provision or just provision by others.
If my informants living in and building earth-plastered, earth-bermed and rammed-earth
homes are to be believed, earth-building practices tend to have many more non-consumerist gratifications. Not least of these, reminiscent of Ferraro and Reid’s arguments, is how the
material feels to work with when engaged with in making practices: there is joy and enchantment here, via the material-making engagement, as well as connection to environment. In their 2001 report for the Scottish Executive Building With Earth in Scotland: Innovative Design and Sustainability, architect Tom Morton and mudmason Rebecca Little describe
how it is a benign material that doesn’t present a significant health hazard during production
or construction and that its use facilitates good internal air quality5 (2001). They also note
how in contrast many other “commonly used materials present low level health hazards to
workers during production and construction and to subsequent building occupants, for example through toxic emissions and dust” (ibid, p9). In a recent talk to the Architects Climate
Action Network they went further and talked about the delight of working the material with
ones hands – the sensory pleasure of it (2021).
This is something I experienced myself: working with mud and clay with my bare hands, with
trowel, float and ramming stick, not having to worry about it getting on my skin or breathing
it in (unlike some of the other materials one meets in construction). I’d argue that working
with the material generates what writer of eco-aesthetics Arnold Berleant (2016) might describe as ‘beautiful experiences’, with my informants speaking of the fun of communal building efforts with the material, the comfort and warmth of living within earth-lined spaces, the
peacefulness of earth-sheltered thick and insulative walls, as well as earthen materials’ forgivingness to the beginner practitioner and its pliability, versatility and cost-effectiveness.
Even if construction, and design more widely, embraced this one aspect of earth-building –
that is, non-toxicity and, actually, a pleasurable tactility – that would be revolutionary for
workers in the current (construction) industries. This is not to mention the knock-on effects
on the ecological systems around about the sites of industry that it would have: not having
to deal with and clean up toxic and harmful material remnants, spills, leaks, etc.
The more recent versions of these ideas around earth’s benefits as a building material are
chiming with ones that have been around for a long time. For example, some of my first
fieldworks took place in parts of the USA that are rich in Native American earth-building traditions and in the UK, builders I worked with here looked to vernacular patterns of construction too. In Soper’s terms again, these contemporary vernaculars could be understood as
degrowth, as “artisanal ways of working reclaimed as components of an avant-garde post5

By regulation of relative humidity (Morton and Little, 2001).
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consumerist political imaginary” (2020, p104). As David Pearson (cited in Weismann and
Bryce, 2006) puts it, “the new importance of vernacular building is that it has vital ecological
lessons for today” (2006, p.10). Architects and authors Sim Van Der Ryn and Stuart Cowan
would likely agree, as in their book Ecological Design (1996), they refer repeatedly to vernacular, indigenous and local ways of knowing that have been proven time and again to understand place and to design ecologically for or with it. They write, “the collective memories of
those who inhabit a place provide a powerful map of its constraints and possibilities. In a
sense”, they suggest, “ecological design is really just the unfolding of a place through the
hearts and minds of its inhabitants. It embraces the realization that needs can be met in the
potentialities of the landscape and the skills already present in a community” (1996, p.65).
This is something that design, through works such as Arturo Escobar’s Designs for the Pluriverse (2018) and Julia Watson’s (2019) Lo-Tek: Design by Radical Indigenism, has begun to really embrace of late. Even in popular science and environmentalism, works such as Robin
Wall Kimmerer’s book Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and
the Teachings of Plants (2013) and Earthrise Studio and Choose Love’s Choose Earth campaign (2021) working with Brazilian indigenous leaders and environmental activists, are making relatively mainstream and popular the argument that these are valuable “other ways of
knowing and local practices that have value, and that this knowledge will only be accessible
by acknowledging and respecting difference – rather than attempting to assimilate everyone
into the European, American or other hegemonic traditions” (Boehnert, 2018, p70)6.
I’ve argued elsewhere (Harkness, 2009) that in the case of the self-build eco-builders I
worked that they were practicing a form of work with earth and other materials that was unalienating. I think that we can add to that that they can be understood to be designing for
degrowth and cultivating alternative hedonisms too. I am not arguing here that earth-building is somehow essentially anti-capitalist! I’m sure one could commercialize and commoditize it if one tried and that we could probably find plenty of examples of this. However, the
material does afford alternative pleasures and un-alienating ways of working and living
which can be part of degrowth. Earth links us, its practitioners, into different cycles, systems,
timescales and durational flows than other materials such as, say, concrete might (Harkness,
2017, Harkness, Simonetti and Winter 2017). It also inter-relates with the body specifically
and differently, and can connect the people working with and living in it to valuable local
and indigenous knowledges of and from place.
Finally, and briefly, whilst Soper (2020) although engaging in materialism, disassociates her
position from that of new materialists (fearing that they displace agency to the non-human
too much and thus risk losing an important focus on human agency, justice and rights
(Soper, 2020, p. 19)), I would argue that this look at earthen material practices suggests that
degrowth design needs to be materially attentive for it to be able to speak to issues of pollution, toxicity, extractivism and exploitative resourcing. Unlike Soper, I feel the two positions
Anthropologist Jason Hickel argues that we need to stop participating in ecologically destructive practices – pursuing economic growth – which are unequally impacting indigenous people’s worldwide and are fundamentally extractivist and colonialist in nature (2021).
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can and must be held simultaneously and understood to fundamentally interconnect. Jane
Bennett’s (2010) version of vital materialism, for instance, provides us, I would argue, with a
way of being materially attentive and open to the agency and power of matter (no more evident when comparing say a damp, mouldy and uninsulated home from a warm and dry one)
whilst also – because it is a political theory and allows us to think about materials within
wider socio-political and environmental systems – being seriously concerned with human
justice. In earthen practices, earth’s presence and vitality comes through in what it affords
its user – practitioners and those that experience earthen built environments. However, that
is not to deny that for degrowth design with earth, the earthen practices need to also be
part of wider assemblages of political, ethical and environmental choices made by designbuilders, dwellers and their wider societies.
In this section I have described earthen eco-construction practices and sketched out how
they might be understood to demonstrate some of the degrowth tactics or characteristics
Soper and others argue for. As a largely non-consumerist, joyful, often physically-demanding
but rewarding practice, design-build-dwelling with earth is full of characteristics that are of a
degrowth nature. Just some of those mentioned above are its low energy and low impact, its
non-toxicity, how it lends itself to the cyclical, the communal, and the self-furnishing of
needs and desires. Furthermore, vernacular, indigenous and local ways of knowing are respected and acknowledged here, not exploited, there is a reduction and simplification of
needs often at the core of the designing, and these earthen degrowth designs display within
them radical restructurings of work. As Earthen homes, the dwellings seem to celebrate and
embody a vital sort of materialism and perhaps can be understood to underpin the builderdwellers belief systems (perhaps only forged through the course of building and dwelling
with/in the earth) that are based on what Boehnert (2018) powerfully describes as acknowledgement of our human embeddedness within non-human nature and our dependence on
ecological systems for life.

5. Conclusion: For many in affluent countries, less is more!
At the Design for Planet event I mentioned at the start of this paper, the advertising strategist Jonathan Wise addressed the ‘elephant in the room’7, describing it as the fact that “the
more the design industry makes and sells, the more damage it does”. I might not disagree
with him but also might describe the elephant as the capitalist system and its pursuit of economic growth. So infrequently is capitalism challenged that numerous thinkers, including
Mark Fisher (2009) and Frederic Jameson (2003), have talked about it being easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of capitalism.
Looking directly at design and neoliberal capitalism, I think a design for degrowth is a form of
design which has not just sensed but really heeded ‘the summons of another way of living’
as Soper (2008, p4) put it, joined the call to action, and helped ourselves and others forge
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alternative futures and their alternative hedonisms. It is one that has tried to disentangle itself from capitalism and imagine a post-capitalist future. Perhaps it looks donut-like, where
every design decision is weighed against those inner and outer limits? Perhaps it is in design
curriculum, where degrowth is on every marking scheme, criteria and ‘learning outcome’?
Perhaps this design for degrowth looks like the plurality of alternatives already out there in
the world? Those that admittedly exist within and/or are entangled with the capitalist world
system and many of which are quite humble, but that nonetheless are providing ways of doing differently? Or maybe they look different to these! Not everyone will want to live in an
earth-sheltered or earth-plastered eco-home, as per my example, for instance. It is just one
manifestation of alternatives, and the challenge is to support and proliferate many alternatives.
However, perhaps – looking at the realm of design and build, still – many people might want
to live in a home that is made well, with care and with non-toxic, local and ethically-sourced
materials. One that is meaningfully designed, that is valuable and worthy of a long life (of
maintenance and repair), and that perhaps they had a hand in shaping alongside neighbours,
friends and teachers in the art of building? One that, in its construction and in the environment it provides, brings the maker and dweller, both, sensory pleasure and non-consumerist
forms of gratification. These are all things that translate well into the other realms of design
practice. What is definite, whichever realm we consider, is that alternative hedonisms
should characterize degrowth design practices. Furthermore, as Joanna Boehnert argues, “a
new economy mindful of ecological limits must become the desirable option [… and] with
prefigurative practices and new social imaginaries” such as earth-building and alternative
hedonisms, I would suggest, “design can help make alternative ways of living possible”
(2018, p.182).
If we are to replace the Capitalocene with an epoch that does not contain continued mass
extinction and catastrophic warming and melting, then we sorely need a design that is for
post-growth living, and that is not hitched to driving consumerism. We need to revise that
classic design phrase “Less is more” and give it new radical meaning for our ecological moment and a place at the very core of design praxis. Learning from, and magnifying, what alternative ways of living are already out there, such as those found in ecological earthen construction practices, design can be where alternative practices are cultivated, new sensibilities and material sensitivities are incorporated, and alternative values to those integral to
Capitalism emerge. We can be co-designers of, and participants in, post-growth living characterized by alternative hedonisms. We just need to find the political will and the collective
strength to do it!
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